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We left Hokkaido (the Shinchitose airport), via the Haneda and in 3:30
Sept 10
(Sat)

p.m., arrived at Thailand!! I felt very hotter. We met Dr.Tanu and staffs,
and then RGU students moved to Bangkhen campus. In the middle, went
to the big department store and I got the cell phone and daily necessities.
Pad Thai eating in the food court was my first Thai food and very Aroi!!
In the morning, we visited Bangken campus of the Kasetsart university
and Miss Khai guided us to the animal hospital and lecture room and so

Sept 11

on. After that we tried on the prepared uniforms. Everyone looked so

(Sun)

young. (in case of me, high school student) We ate kaomangai with Miss
Khai and Dr.Hagiwara near the campus restaurant.
In the afternoon we went to JJ market and had very fun.
Started the clinical rotation！3 weeks from here is the surgical section.
First of all, one of the doctor guided me to the inside of hospital. (Waiting
room, examination room, surgery room, recovery room…) It was bigger and
many pets and their owner than RGU, so I was surprised. First week, my

Sept 12

team is ER. I watched some cases. For example, the cat had tumor in his

(Mon)

eye for any infection had surgery of the eyeball resection. Because of my
little words of vet words, I understood in much time. That’s why I felt that
I have to study more. On 2 p.m., RGU students went to the Kampensen
campus and participated the conference and welcome party. Thai friends
were very kind and funny.
I observed the surgery that remove mammary gland (mastectomy) with

Sept 13
(Tue)

OVH and remove mass at hip. I participated in the removing mass surgery
as assistant. I have never seen such as a large scale surgery, so I was
surprised and interested in surgery of companion animal. After that, we
participated the conference with doctor and Thai student.
Today, I was assistant of surgery of scrotal sac amputate. I’ve never

Sept 14
(Wed)

sutured real small animals until today, because I belong to large animal
unit and we didn’t have the opportunity to be sutured with training. When
I was suturing, my hands were trembling. Our team has a presentation on
this Friday, so we discussed about our surgery case.
I observed 3 case of surgery. 1st surgery was mastectomy. Because I
watched the technique 2 days ago, I knew the surgery smoothly. 2nd

Sept 15

surgery was removing mass at buccal cavity. It was too difficult to cut and

(Thu)

suture as mass was in narrow space. 3rd surgery was OVH. My friend (we
became friends last year and now, she is intern of KU hospital) performed
and I supported her.
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It was a first time that I saw the operation of exotic animal. This time was
Sept 16
(Fri)

pigeon, and I was assistant of surgery. The pigeon was fracture of his left
leg and doctor did left hindlimb amputation. I was surprised because in
Japan, almost no one has pigeons and if birds are broken their legs, they
can become walk (hopping and jumping).
I had a lot of homework, so I wrote reports. It was very tired for me.

Sep 17

after finishing, we went to Bangkok for sightseeing.

(Sat)

Sept 17
(Sat)

Sept 18
(Sun)

2nd week is orthopedic. In Thai, many traffic accidents occur, so we have
Sept 19
(Mon)

many orthopedic case every day. For example, fracture, luxation and
rupture… It was most impressive that the surgeries using the pins and
plates and screws were very fast. And surgery techniques were little
different from Japan. Also I will do my best this week.
Today, we had 2 cases, but in the morning case that I tried to participate

Sept 20
(Tue)

was canceled. So, we started afternoon. That was CCLR of Chihuahua, his
name is Mario. I participated this surgery and Doctor told me techniques
of procedure in English. I saw the 3 case of CCLR, but there were different
techniques each other. I thought I should study more harder.
This morning, our team was no case, so I taught the yesterday’s case more

Sept 21
(Wed)

details from my Thai friends. In the afternoon, I observed the surgery of
scrotal sac ablation and remove perianal mass. We ate Thai foods in dinner
and sweets for discussion. Our presentation theme is about CCLR. We
seem to have a few case in tomorrow, so I will keep fighting.
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CCLR case (surgery in Monday) was coming again. The dog looked like fine
Sept 22
(Thu)

and problem after surgery seemed to be nothing. And similar case came
again. I observed that surgery. It was complex surgery, so it took a long
time and looked very painful. Orthopedic surgery was interesting for me,
but I thought that I don’t want to do such a surgery.
This morning, our team made a presentation. We had 2cases today. First

Sept 23
(Fri)

was FHNE. I followed Dr.Chaiyakorn and he always carry out very easily
surgery. I think that he is a super technician in orthopedic field. I
participated in the second case. It was patella luxation. I hope that the
patient get better soon.
I had to write surgery reports. It was very hard for me.

Sept 24
(Sat)

No training.
Sept 25
(Sun)

3rd week is anesthesia. I thought that anesthesia is most hard difficult for
Sept 26
（Mon）

me, because I have to consider its SOAP. Today, I was anesthesia of ER.
We had not so much case, so my Thai friends told me politely various
things of anesthesia. Thanks to that, I was able to monitoring my case. I
should write SOAP from now.
This morning, the Royal dog was coming. That dog is 16 years old and I

Sept 27
(Tue)

heard that he is one of the dog which reared with much care. Doctor told
me to monitor that case of anesthesia management and I was so surprised
because I didn’t expect. He had tumor in brain so, it was very difficult
surgery. I was nice to have a valuable experience.
Today I was anesthesia of soft tissue. I wrote SOAP and I was checked by

Sept 28
(Wed)

professor. It had a lot of correction, so I felt that it was difficult for me.
Because writing SOAP can study not only anesthesia, but also
Pharmacology, so I have to study more and more harder. And I could
observe a rabbit surgery.
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Today I was anesthesia of orthopedic. I wrote femur fracture case but this
case was canceled… I was sad and rewrite a new case that is
Sept 29
(Thu)

mandibularectomy case. My protocol received OK sign and I prepared
medicines then performed IV catheterization and trachea intubation.
When the dog moved to operation room, he was awake. I was panic but
added the medicine and calm down. It was very hard for me to performed
local block of mandibular foramen.
Today was a last day of surgery section. In this 3 weeks, I was able to learn
many things. Soft tissue, orthopedic, and anesthesia…every parts was

Sept 30
(Fri)

interested for me, because in my university small animal training, I
couldn’t observe surgery. But in Thailand, I observed many cases and
participated in operations, so it became very good experience. Thank you
for all surgery professors and staffs. I thought that I should more greedily
study and learn about veterinary.

Oct 1
(Sat)

Oct 2
(Sun)

No training

No training

3 weeks from here is internal medicine section. Today A.M. was neurology
Oct 3
（Mon）

and P.M. was exotic. Doctor explained what was the diagnosis and how to
check patients. And exotic animals were very interesting. I’ve never seen
the exotic animal medical examination until today. I heard that the rabbit
is the most case in the hospital. Rabbit was very cute…
Today, I was in OPD on 4th floor. OPD is that we performed physical

Oct 4
(Tue)

examination and make diagnosis. In the morning, we had many case of eye
problems. I learned inspection of ophthalmology. When I was 4th year
student, I studied about that, but I have forgotten that. Thai friends and
doctor told me various things in English.
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In the morning, I stayed in endoscopic. We had 2 case and first case was
nasal mass. It causes the sound from nose. But only using the endoscope,
Oct 5

it couldn’t possible to diagnose. Second case was chronic rhinitis. To check

(Wed)

the bacteria, the doctor took the swab of snot. In the afternoon, we were in
OPD again. I was surprised that the older dog which hit vaccine caused
side effect. But I heard that the dog was no problem , so I was relieved.
In the morning, I was in feline medicine. I was surprised that KU hospital

Oct 6
(Thu)

has section specialized in cats. There was many case of lymphoma and it
has original treatments. The cat is very sensitive and I have to more
carefully to treat them. In the afternoon, I was in OPD on the 1st floor.
Suddenly, I was taken a mini exam from doctor. It was little difficult.
Today was scheduled to go home in the morning, but I was so busy more
than expected. We had only two case, but both of them were seriously.

Oct 7

Especially, the 1st case was cat lymphoma. From his results of CBC, he had

(Fri)

to perform blood transfusion. It took a long time, because it needs blood
matching between the patient and donor. We had to monitor during the
transfusion, so very tired.

Oct 8
(Sat)

Oct 9
(Sun)

No training

No training

Today I was in urology. Every case was older patients, so I thought that
Oct 10
（Mon）

older pets are easy to become kidney disorder. I was surprised that I saw
the cat that she is 22 years old. I hope that she lives a long time. Urology
doctor taught me various things that is involved in urinary. I heard that
he can be fortune telling, and my result was that I’ll become a rich.
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Today, I was in radiology. In the morning, I observed the case of ultrasound.
Oct 11
(Tue)

The doctor was very quickly to use the ultrasound machine, so I had a part
of things that I couldn’t understand. In the afternoon, I observed radiation
therapy. I knew that it needs high techniques. The technique was too
difficult for me.
In the morning, I was in cardiology. First case was stored the abdominal

Oct 12
(Wed)

fluid. The dog removed the 3L of fluid. The owner said that the doctor told
that the dog might die until this April, but she was still alive!! I hope that
she does her best. In the afternoon, I saw examination of hedgehog for the
first time. It had many mite on its skin.
In the morning, we were in the cardiology again. I observed a dog that he

Oct 13
(Thu)

had valvular disease. I listened the heart murmur very clearly. It was
level5, and he had sputum. It looked fine but seemed that it was difficult
to breathe. In the afternoon, at Feline clinic, I saw a cat that she was
suffering from Cryptococcosis. She looked itchy.
Because of sad news, every Thai people had been wrapped in grief, and

Oct 14
(Fri)

almost every people wore black or white shirts. If Japan has same
situation, we would not be likely to such a thing. In the morning, we were
in Feline clinic. Today’s case was no appetite (anorexia) and suspected the
peritonitis. I hope to figure out why the disease happen.

Oct 15
(Sat)

Oct 16
(Sun)

No training

No training

This week is the last week in Bangkhen campus. I felt sad because I can’t
meet my friends. Today I was in the OPD of 4th floor. Almost every cases
Oct 17

were difficult, because they were older, complicated and vague. The most

（Mon）

interesting case was cat diarrhea. It can be considered a lot of causes and
at all we couldn’t know what was the cause of disease. So I’m concerned
about it.
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Today I was in Neurology. The first day of internal medicine, I learned
Oct 18
(Tue)

neurology, but I forgot something. It was very interesting, but difficult for
me. I challenged the neurological examination, but I didn’t work very well.
One of the owner was American, and I was anxious that I can listen the
speaking English or not. But the owner was kind and I could understood.
Today I learned at feline clinic. Today had many cases of cats, but I focused

Oct 19
(Wed)

on only 3 cases. It was good for me, because I understood the case enough.
One of the case I observed is emergency case. The cat had end-stage kidney
disease, hyperkalemia and hypothermia. We discussed about that
treatment and prognosis.
I was in the OPD on the 4th floor. Dr. Gunn explained the case in English,
so I could understand. Today was a lot of skin disease cases. I heard that

Oct 20
(Thu)

in this season (between rainy season and dry season) ticks and mites are
outbreak. I was very scared if the same situation happened in Japan. We
have to take care of the animals in this season.
Today was the last Bangkhen campus day. I was very sad because I got
used to this section and I can’t meet my friends easily. I was in OPD on the

Oct 21

4th floor and I observed bone disorder. But we had to performed

(Fri)

neurological examination, because it is to make sure that it is not neuro
disease. I learned a lot of things in small animal unit. Thanks for all
professors, doctors, staffs and my friends.
We had to move to Kamphaeng Sean campus!! We left at 8 A.M. it’s so early

Oct 22
(Sat)

in the morning. Miss Khai took us to the floating market on the way and
we had a lunch. After that, we went to supermarket and bought some daily
necessities. After we arrived at campus, Dr. sporn guided us to the campus.
I’m likely to get lost.

Oct 23
(Sun)
Chulalongkorn

No training

Memorial
Day
Oct 24
(Mon)
Chulalongkorn
Memorial
Day
※Additional Public
Holiday

No training
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Classes at KPS campus began. This week is wildlife section. Today, our
Oct 25
(Tue)

group went to Salakphra wildlife ranger sanctuary and went to see wild
elephant, deer and cow. When we discovered the animal footprints and
feces, I was very excited. Finally, we could see the wild elephants!!! They
were very big and cool. Next time, I want to see the elephant clinic.
This morning, we moved to Bangkhen campus and went to exotic animal

Oct 26
(Wed)

clinic. Today, I observed 2 cases. 1st case was goat. The goat had a both hind
limbs paralysis. I’ve never seen the goat clinic so when the goat was
coming, I was so surprised. 2nd case was hedgehog. It couldn’t stand by
yourself because it’s legs had paralysis.
Today was 2nd day of exotic clinic. I learned about rabbits. The doctor

Oct 27
(Thu)

taught me a lot of things. I felt that the most important thing is anatomy
when I perform physical examination. And I knew that the rabbit is easy
to feel stress and it read to disease. Finally, I observed pigeon. It was
suffering from open fracture of metacarpal.
We discussed about our cases of exotic. We presented our case, but that

Oct 28
(Fri)

content was too insufficient, so doctor corrected and taught a lot of things.
The most important thing is signalment, and then, we have to discuss
about the disease, diagnosis and treatment. I forgot to think that, so from
now on, I should keep mind what the doctor taught us.

Oct 29

No training

（Sat）

Oct 30
(Sun)

No training

We had to move to Nong Pho hospital in the morning. From today, our
group is staying here. Nong Pho area is daily zone and they have many
Oct 31

farms. This was the first time for me to go and see the patient at their

(Mon)

farms in Thai. Today, I went to 3 farms. I was surprised that the daily cow
in Thai is smaller than in Japan. And I performed rectal palpation. It
difficult to find small ovary.
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This morning, I went to the farm to do the periodic inspection. The farm
Nov 1
(Tue)

had problems that the number of days from calve to calve are 440 days (it’s
so long). We thought that we should do for this farm. I guess that the farm
is poor management of perinatal. For cows, the perinatal period is very
important, so we have to teach that for the famer.
Today had a lot of case, so we followed to doctor and went to many farms.

Nov 2
(Wed)

I saw the breed of cow which is called Indu Brasil for the first time. I heard
that this cows are used for beef. And the most impressive case was
endometritis. We washed the vagina and uterus using water containing
iodine. Hope to be better soon.
One of the today’s case was very severe. The farm lost 3 cows in 2 weeks.

Nov 3
(Thu)

The cow I observed had high fever, norsal discharge and big lung sound,
and these clinical signs were same as the lost cow. We diagnosed that the
cow was suffering from pneumonia. We should think how to stop and
control this outbreak. It looks to be difficult problem.
In this afternoon, we had to make a presentation about mastitis. Mastitis

Nov 4
(Fri)

is one of the serious disease in Thailand and same in Japan. We discussed
about that based on the document of the balk milk exam around Nong Pho
area. The more farm had good environment and management, the less the
farm has disease of cows. We have to teach to the farm owners.

Nov 5
(Sat)

Nov 6
(Sun)

No training

No training

This week, I’m going to study about bovine in the hospital. Today, I
Nov 7
（Mon）

observed a case of cesarean section and I sutured the subcutaneous and
skin. It was different from small animal because the cow skin is very thick.
And this afternoon, our team went to exotic hospital and we observed
parrot which was suffering from Proventricular Dilatation Disease.
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Today, my group followed Dr. Art and went to many farms. In the first and
second farm, we did rectal palpation and decided whether we can do AI or
Nov 8

not. It difficult to make sure of follicle or corpas luteum. And then, my

(Tue)

answer was yes we can do AI, because the cow I did rectal palpation had a
big follicle in right side ovary and uterus horn was tone construction. It
was correct and I was happy.
We had oral presentation after practices. My group chose the case of which

Nov 9
(Wed)

the cow was suffering from retained placenta. Yesterday, we observed this
cow and she couldn’t stand up. We guess that the cow was hypocalcemia
but she calved before 10 days. So we were confused to decide the diagnosis.
After all, we suspected retained placenta from the all information.
This morning, the cattle came to the hospital. The breed of cattle was Indu
Brazil and had abdominal distention in both side. We could hear ping

Nov 10

sound and gas sound from her abdomen. And then, we tried to release the

(Thu)

gas from rumen, but couldn’t. So, I suspected that the cattle had a rumen
which fermented abnormally, and suffering from ruminal drinker
syndrome.
Today was surgery day. One of the most impressive case for me was that

Nov 11
(Fri)

the cattle supposed intestinal hernia. At the moment when the doctor put
a scalpel, exudate came blowing from the subcutaneous. The doctor took
out the abscess and exudate as much as possible. We were very surprised.
And I’ve never seen the buffalo case before.

Nov 12
(Sat)

Nov 13
(Sun)

No training

No training
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This week is the last week of Bovine unit. In this section, it seems to go to
Nov 14
(Mon)

demonstration farm and learn about the situation of farm. And this Friday,
we have to perform presentation about assignment of the farm. After
explaining the overview from teacher, we discussed about topic which we
will present on Friday.
This morning, we received a lecture of reproductive system. And after that,

Nov 15
(Tue)

we practiced rectal palpation using 15 cows. I got used to do rectal
palpation compare in the past, but using the ultrasound was first time for
me. I could see right side ovary and follicle or corpus luteum, but left side
couldn’t. I thought that I should practice rectal palpation more.
In the morning, teacher taught us local anesthesia for Bovine such as

Nov 16
(Wed)

epidural anesthesia, paravertebral nerve block, cornual nerve block and
auriculopalpebral nerve block. In the afternoon, we practiced it. Every
anesthesia is difficult, especially paravertebral nerve block. I hope that I’m
good at perform it next time.
In the morning, we only Japanese had lecture from teacher. It was about

Nov 17
(Thu)

infectious disease. First, we discussed about FMD. In Thailand, FMD is
outbreaking now, but unlike Japan, they can’t cull out it due to religious
problems. And second is blood parasites. Because Thailand is a tropical
region, there are lot of vector insects. I was interested in this topic.
We did presentation about our case. Our group discussed about Bovine

Nov 18
(Fri)

Leukemia Virus. In demonstration farm, some cow has BLV. In order not
to spread this infection, we should consider about the prevention. And the
other group present about Foot and Mouse Disease. In Thailand, it
outbroke last August this farm but now it has finished.

Nov 19
(Sat)

Nov 20
(Sun)

No training

No training
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From today, we studied about horse. I learned it only anatomy but it is a
Nov 21
（Mon）

little bit, so I didn’t know how to take care the horse. For me, everything
was the first time. The doctor taught us to how to do the physical
examination and how to give the medicine, for example, collecting the
blood, IV, IM injection and noseal gastric tube. It was good experience.
This morning, we had a lecture about how to treat the hoof and lameness.

Nov 22
(Tue)

It is easy to be lameness for horses, so we have to take care its hoof
carefully. We observed and tried to do the neurological examination and
tract the horse. And the afternoon, we were taught wrapping method of
the bandage.
This morning, the horse that was depress. When we did the physical

Nov 23
(Wed)

examination, we couldn’t listen his gas sound and mucosa membrane is
quite pink and CRT is less than 3 second, so we suspect that he had colic
and his status was emergency. But thanks to the doctor’s care, he escaped
death and we were relieved.
This morning, we took care our group horse, his name is spider and he has

Nov 24
(Thu)

canker in the right fore and hind hoof and that why, it caused lameness. It
looked very painful. We have to change his hooved bandage every day.
After that, we washed the hooves of horses. In the afternoon, the doctor
taught us the cardiology of horse. It was difficult but benefit.
Today we take a class only Japanese because Thai students go to job fair.

Nov 25
(Fri)

Nov 26
(Sat)

Nov 27
(Sun)

We had to take care our horse by ourselves. It was very difficult for me. I
mean that our horse, spider, is big and he is suffering from canker so I
couldn’t take care him by myself. My friend and doctor helped me.

No training

No training
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This week is the last week in Thailand. Like last week, we went to the
Nov 28
（Mon）

horse clinic and we took care our horse. In the afternoon, we presented
about our case each group. When we finished our presentation, the
question from doctors came flying from one to the next. We couldn’t every
question, so we had to search more and send the report.
Yesterday, we got a paper that we should collect the point. When we do
something about horse for example, physical examination, horse handling,

Nov 29

drugs administration, clinical skills, and lameness examination, we can

(Tue)

get some points and we should collect the point over 60. This evening, I
observed the surgery. The horse had holes that is through the vagina to
rectum. It was serious problem, so doctor covered the holes and sutured.
Today, I observed the cryotherapy because the doctor thought our horse get

Nov 30
(Wed)

worse compared with before. And we also observed X-ray for the splint
bone. The horse was decided to surgery on this Friday. And the man who
make horseshoes came to the hospital and I could see making it. It was so
attractive for me and so cool.
This morning, I walked with pregnant horse in the ground. She was so big

Dec 1
(Thu)

and aggressive. today, there was nothing special to do. In the afternoon,
we received the lecture about neurology. It was very hard to understand
for me but helpful. And tomorrow, we have oral examination about bovine
and equine, so I should prepare for that.
I had two oral examination, in the morning, bovine. The doctor asked me
what do you think the perinatal disease and pick up one, and answer some

Dec 2
(Fri)

details. Actually, I didn’t prepare this topic, but I tried to answer. In the
afternoon, equine. It was so difficult. I had to think everything but I have
a few knowledges, so my friends help me. After that, we presented on what
we learn in Thailand. I had too many experiences to write in here. And
then, participated in the farewell party. Thank you so much!!

Dec 3
(Sat)

No training
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It’s time to go back Japan. Around 4 p.m. Miss No and Dr. Art came to the
dorm and we paid the utility cost and then, they took us to the airport.
Dec 4

When we and some Thai friends also went to the airport, we had not so

(Sun)

much time to say goodbye for Thai because of traffic jam on the way.
Through this project, I had a lot of experience I can’t count. Thank you for
all professors, doctors, teachers, staffs and Thaifriends!!

